Resection of upper lip adenoid cystic carcinoma and reconstruction with reverse Yu flap: Report of three cases and a literature review
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Abstract. The present study aimed to describe the techniques that were used, and the results obtained, with the reverse Yu flap to reconstruct medium-sized upper lip defects following resection for adenoid cystic carcinoma (ACC). Data concerning the clinical and pathological characteristics of tumours, the size and location of the defects, surgical resection and the reconstructive procedure used were evaluated in three patients, as well as postoperative complications and outcomes. In all cases, a complete surgical removal of ACC was achieved with clear margins of at least 1 cm. Histopathological features revealed two cases with a predominant solid growth pattern, and one case of cribriform. Following tumour excision, the average size of the upper lip defect was 35.7x30 mm. The reverse Yu flap was raised simultaneously with tumour resection in all cases. No flap failed, and both excellent aesthetic and functional results were obtained. All the patients had a satisfactory oral competence, without microstomia, after a median of 20 months follow-up (range, 12-30 months). Adjuvant radiation therapy was not necessary in any case. On the basis of the present case study and literature review, reverse Yu flap is revealed to be a simple and reliable technique for the reconstruction of medium-sized upper lip defects, which may be considered following radical excision of ACC.

Introduction

Adenoid cystic carcinoma (ACC) is a common salivary gland malignancy. Although its clinical and pathological features are well known, several controversial issues regarding its behaviour and management remain to this day. In the World Health Organization (WHO) classification (2005) (1), ACC was classified as a malignant epithelial tumour within the group of carcinomas. Histologically, this neoplasm is composed of two types of cells: Duct-lining and myoepithelial cells, arranged in two subtypes designated as glandular (cribriform) and solid patterns. Perzin et al (2) subsequently described a more differentiated ACC type: The tubular form. At present, there is no consensus on the association between the histological pattern and prognosis of ACC, although the solid pattern appears to be associated with a worse prognosis compared with other histological types (3,4).

ACC accounts for 5-10% of all salivary gland tumours (5). It is considered to be one of the most common malignant tumours that occur in minor salivary glands (6), representing 10-15% of all these neoplasms (4,7). Intraorally, the palate is the most common site, comprising ~50% of all malignant palatal tumours (3,8-14). Less common sites of involvement include the lower lip, retromolar-tonsillar pillar region, sublingual gland, buccal mucosa, and floor of the mouth (15-18). Waldron et al (4) reported that 5% of incidences of ACC of the minor salivary glands occurred in the upper lip.

Classically, the clinical behaviour of ACC is considered somewhat paradoxical. It is usually a slow-growing neoplasm with insidious evolution, although occasionally it may be very aggressive from the beginning. It tends to spread along peripheral sheaths, causing neuropathic pain. High rates of local recurrences and distant hematogenous metastasis are frequent in this neoplasm, with lungs being the most common site (19). The ACC standard treatment is based on a complete surgical resection with a 1 cm clear margin. When located on the upper lip, tumour resection results in medium-to-large defects that require an immediate reconstruction to restore functional competence with optimal aesthetic outcome. Depending on the size and location of the lip defect, the patient's age and...
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gender and the surgeon's experience, several techniques may be used to ensure the proper restoration of lip form and function. Established methods of reconstruction, including the Estlander (20), Karapanzic (21), or Gillies (22) flaps, yield good results, although multiple steps are often required. In 2010, the present authors reported, to the best of our knowledge for the first time, use of the reverse Yu flap for reconstruction of full-thickness defects up to half of the upper lip, involving the commissure, nasolabial fold and philtrum (23). This technique combines a buccal and mental rotation flap, an upper lip advancement flap, and a buccal mucosal flap. This approach produced a good functional and cosmetic outcome in a single-stage procedure.

The purpose of the present study was to retrospectively analyze three patients with ACC of the minor salivary gland located in the upper lip operated on at the Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery, Virgen Del Rocio University Hospital, Seville, Spain, and to present our experience with the surgical excision and immediate reconstruction of labial defect using a reverse Yu flap.

Patients and methods

Between September 2012 and March 2014, three patients diagnosed with upper lip ACC underwent excision and primary reconstruction with a reverse Yu flap in the Virgen del Rocio University Hospital (Seville, Spain). The patients comprised two men and one woman aged from 66-80 years (mean, 73 years).

Surgical technique. Under general anesthesia, an inverted, heart-shaped, full-thickness upper lip excision was first performed, including the tumour with a macroscopically clear margin of >1 cm. Subsequently, the reverse Yu flap was raised to perform a primary lip reconstruction. Skin and subcutaneous tissue were horizontally incised from the labial commissure. This incision was slightly longer than the defect width when the flap was unilateral, and more than half of the defect width when bilateral. At this point, the orbicularis oris muscle on its medial half was partially cut, while the lateral half of the muscle was kept intact. Subsequently, a curved incision parallel to the nasolabial fold was made, and at the end, it continued almost perpendicularly to the horizontal line, which was approximately half of the distance between them. At this point in the operation, two flaps were designed: The superior advancement flap of the upper lip, which was pulled to the defect site, and the inferior rotating flap of the buccal and mental regions, which was moved to repair the donor site defect that was created by the advancement flap. The defect of the rotation flap was closed directly. Finally, a buccal mucosal flap was turned and pulled outwards to reconstruct the new vermilion of the upper lip, and the flap was sutured layer to layer. A non-absorbable monofilament 4/0 suture was used for orbicularis oris repair, subcutaneous sutures with 4/0 vycril were used to relieve tension on suture lines, and skin was closed using nylon 4/0 and 5/0. No nasogastric tube was routinely required, although the patient was provided with a soft diet for approximately one week following surgery.

Patient 1. A 66-year-old man presented with a painless submucosal nodule in the upper lip of 1.5 cm in diameter. Wide surgical excision followed by immediate reconstruction of a defect measuring 3x2 cm with a reverse Yu flap was performed. Histopathological examination revealed an ACC with a predominant cribriform pattern without evidence of perineural spread (Fig. 1).

Patient 2. An 80-year-old woman presented with a nodule that had invaded the labial commissure. There was no evidence of regional nodal involvement or metastatic disease. Following tumour resection, the defect was 3.7x3.5 cm in size, and a reverse Yu flap was used for reconstruction. Histologically, the lesion revealed a predominant solid pattern (Fig. 2).

Patient 3. A 74-year-old man with a history of partial gastrectomy for complicated duodenal ulcer, acute biliary pancreatitis with cholecystectomy, and a right lateral upper lip ACC resected 2 years earlier in a different hospital, presented with a solitary pulmonary nodule identified as an incidental finding. Positron emission tomography/computed tomography (PET/CT) suggested high suspicion of a malignancy. Pathology from the segmental resection revealed a lung metastasis from ACC of 3.3 cm, and no systemic therapy was required. At 2 years follow-up, the patient presented with a swelling in the midline on the upper lip of ~2 months' duration. Intraoral examination of the labial mucosa revealed an oval submucosal nodule measuring ~2 cm, without ulceration and tenderness on palpation. The histopathological examination revealed a local recurrence of ACC, with a predominantly solid growth pattern, which required wide excision, creating a defect of 4x3.5 cm and reconstruction with bilateral reverse Yu flap (Fig. 3).

Results

Two cases were located in the upper lip lateral side, and one in the midline (Table I). The main complaint in all patients was the appearance of an enlarging nodule on the upper lip. No patient reported spontaneous pain. The time elapsed from the onset of symptoms to diagnosis varied between 3-26 months. Patient 3 presented following a local recurrence of ACC, and evidence of distant lung metastasis. According to the predominant histological pattern, two cases revealed a solid pattern, and the other case, a cribriform one. In all patients, complete surgical excision with clear margins of at least 1 cm was achieved. The resulting defect ranged from one-third to two-thirds of the upper lip (mean, 35.7x30 mm). Two patients had unilateral flaps, and one patient had a bilateral one. No flap failed, and the aesthetic and functional outcome was very satisfactory. Postoperative radiotherapy was not administered in any case. Follow-up ranged from 12-30 months, and all patients remain free of disease. Oral competence was good, and there was no sign of microstomia. The residual scars remained camouflaged along the nasolabial fold and commissure, and the upper lip was symmetrical.

Discussion

ACC tumours located in the upper lip rarely occur, having been reported only in a very few cases to date in the literature. The first case was reported by Pizer and Dubois (24) in 1985,
who underlined its rarity; it is also worth mentioning the study by Gorlin et al. (25), who pointed out that the incidence of ACC in the upper lip was ~3%. Subsequently, several studies have referred to ACC at this location, although very few of them have focused on its clinical behaviour and management. Waldron et al. (4) reported 426 cases of intraoral minor salivary
gland neoplasms, and identified two cases of ACC on the upper lip; Yih et al (26) identified one case out of 213; Pires et al (27) identified two cases out of 546; and Wang et al (28) identified six cases out of 397. Luna-Ortiz et al (29) presented a series of 59 cases of upper lip malignant neoplasms, and only one of these was ACC. Alfaro-Rubio et al (30) reported a case of ACC on the upper lip with a cervical lymph node metastasis 10 years after treatment of the primary tumour.

Upper lip ACC presents as a slow-growing nodule that commonly does not exhibit early significant symptoms, so it may pass unnoticed. The most frequent symptom in the series in the present study was the finding of a painless submucosal nodule on the upper lip. Due to its apparently benign slow evolution, patient diagnosis is often delayed (12). In patient 3, the period of time that elapsed from the first symptom to treatment was over 2 years following the initial removal of the primary lesion.

The biological behaviour of ACC has yet to be fully elucidated (31). Several aspects have been associated with a poor prognosis, including the clinical stage, tumour location, presence of metastatic nodules, symptoms-to-diagnosis interval, recurrence following treatment, histological subtype, nerve invasion, and positive surgical margins (32,33). Histological features have also been correlated with the prognosis with inconsistent results. Several authors have suggested that the solid pattern appears to be more aggressive, and that it may be associated with an adverse clinical course and poor prognosis (32). From a histological point of view, the predominant patterns in the present case series were cribriform and solid. In case 1, a predominant cribriform pattern was reported without neural invasion. However, in patients 2 and 3, the subtype was less favourable, as a solid-predominant pattern was identified with evidence of neural invasion. On the other hand, other studies have not identified any correlation between histological subtype and clinical behaviour (34), or been able to link survival rates with the location or the clinical stage.

The infiltrative growth pattern and perineural invasion are other characteristics associated with the prognosis (19). This would explain the high risk of recurrence of this neoplasm, which could be interpreted as an incomplete surgical removal. Nevertheless, other authors have not identified any correlation between perineural invasion and prognosis (32). Similarly, a positive microscopic surgical margin is associated with a worse prognosis (8,35). In these cases, postoperative radiotherapy is recommended. In the present case series, surgical resection was complete, and clear margins were achieved in all patients. Considering that lip tumours have a relatively easier surgical management compared with cancer in other oral cavity locations, the findings of the present study suggest that the prognosis of upper-lip ACC may be improved compared with other salivary glands.

The preferred treatment for upper-lip ACC is radical excision with immediate reconstruction (36). Resection must be complete, with a clear margin of at least 1 cm including the
nearby nerves, to avoid recurrence, due to its propensity for perineural invasion (37). Although these tumours are highly radiosensitive and are thus responsive to radiotherapy, they are not radiocurable. For this reason, radiation therapy may be indicated in unresectable tumours (38). For tumours confined to the lip, excision with clear surgical margins and no evidence of nerve invasion can achieve good results. In cases 1 and 2 in the present study, the tumour was located in an accessible lip area, and surgical resection was complete with clear margins. Patient 3 revealed a more aggressive behaviour, with lung metastasis and local recurrence observed following a previous non-curtative surgical resection. Despite wide excision, a very close follow-up of patients is required for at least 10 years in order to detect local recurrences and distant metastases (5). Postoperative radiotherapy may be indicated with positive surgical margins, or when perineural invasion or bone infiltration occur (3,10,37,39-41).

Following a radical resection of a lip tumour, immediate reconstruction is essential to restore functional competence and to achieve optimal aesthetic results. In the literature, several methods have been described for reconstructing upper lip defects, indicating that there is no procedure that may be applied unilaterally. Reverse Yu flap is a rotation-advancement flap described in 2010 by Belmonte-Caro et al (23) as a modification of the original Yu flap designed in 1989 for repair of full-thickness defects of the lower lip (42). It may be either unilateral or bilateral, and represents a highly reliable technique that combines the advantages of both rotation and advancement flaps with good functional and aesthetic results in the upper lip reconstruction. This procedure was first described for the reconstruction of a defect that involved nearly half of the upper lip (35x35 mm) in a 66-year-old man following resection of a squamous cell carcinoma. There were no postoperative complications, and the results were very satisfactory in terms of function and aesthetics (23). In all three cases of the present study, the result was a functional lip, able to control saliva, mastication and speech. Furthermore, the stoma size was maintained, and labial sphincter function was preserved. Good aesthetic results were obtained, since scars were placed in the nasolabial fold and the grooves of the commissure following the direction of the wrinkles of the face, and color and thickness of the reconstructed skin, were similar to those of the original lip skin. A symmetrical upper lip was achieved with minimal donor site deformity, and produced less microstomia than other flaps. The main disadvantages of the method are that it is a relatively more complicated procedure to perform, and it may be more time-consuming compared with other techniques.

To date, there have been only 12 well-documented cases of reverse Yu flap reported in the English literature. Lee et al (43) in 2012 reported two cases of reconstruction of upper-lip defects, following a case of squamous cell carcinoma and a dog bite, respectively. These cases demonstrated that this technique may also be used in young patients with little or no skin redundancy, and not only for an oncological purpose. Li et al (44) reported the largest case series to date, using a reverse Yu flap in eight patients with various types of tumour (squamous cell carcinoma, basal cell carcinoma and malignant melanoma). These authors recommended this procedure to close lateral or central defects up to two-thirds the length of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient no.</th>
<th>Age (year)</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Size of the defect</th>
<th>Initial diagnosis</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Follow-up</th>
<th>Functional and aesthetic outcome</th>
<th>Observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Left upper lip</td>
<td>30x20 mm</td>
<td>ACC (cribriform)</td>
<td>Surgery alone</td>
<td>2.5 years</td>
<td>No complications</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Right upper lip</td>
<td>37x35 mm</td>
<td>ACC (solid)</td>
<td>Surgery alone</td>
<td>1.5 years</td>
<td>No complications</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Midline upper lip</td>
<td>40x35 mm</td>
<td>Local recurrence of ACC (solid)</td>
<td>Surgery alone</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>Previous lung metastasis</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the upper lip. García de Marcos et al (45) in 2014 described the first case of a bilateral reverse Yu flap to repair almost two-thirds of the upper paramedian lip following excision of a Merkel cell carcinoma, obtaining very good results. The present study adds three more cases, as well as lending support to the reliability of this single-stage procedure for reconstructing full-thickness lateral defects from one-third to two-thirds of the total upper lip length in patients with ACC. In conclusion, reverse Yu flap has been predominantly used for the reconstruction of full-thickness defects involving up to two-thirds of the upper lip. The findings of the present study indicate that it may be a particularly valuable method for the simultaneous reconstruction of medium-sized defects following radical excision of ACC. It is easy to raise and has high success rate, with good aesthetic and functional results and minimal donor site morbidity. When the indications and contraindications are respected and used with knowledge of its clinical utility and limitations, a well-planned reverse Yu flap constitutes an elegant surgical option that should be taken into consideration when reconstructing the upper lip.
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